EHS meeting January 10, 2017
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Attending the meeting

Catharina Henje, David Risberg, Patrick Mattsson, Rickard Åström, Sara Eriksson

Agenda Items

1. Last meeting’s minutes

2. Information

   Work environment rep.: According to the action plan, today, Sara and Catharina will have a meeting with social scientist at the Stress clinic, NUS, to see what possibilities there are to hire them for a staff lecture/workshop on stress during the coming year.

   Equal opportunities rep.: No information

3. Physical work environment

   Paint mixing room progress: New chemical cupboard ready and ventilated. Not least thanks to Lasse!

   Ventilation progress: Fans needs to be exchanged. Still waiting for a quotation of price.

   Blue PC lab progress: All preparations are more or less done. Right now waiting for the electricians to install
more network sockets before the furniture and computers can move down.

Student kitchen cleaning, changes: No news.

4. Safety and security

Risk inventory progress: In progress.

5. Additional issues

For the moment, attendants at the meeting notice a general high stress level at UID among both staff and students.

6. Next meeting

February 7 at 8:15 in the Administration conference room.

Minutes taker

Catharina Henje